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ABSTRACf

The status of Miocene ramamorphs has been the cause of continuous debate sine the

early 19OOs. Both cladistic and molecular data has been applied to answer some of the questions

that arise. However, both approaches present problems. A discussion of taxonomic

nomenclature, cladistic and molecular data pertaining to middle to late Miocene ramamorphs,

and six possible phyletic affinities are presented.

INTRODUCTION

Since the first ramamorph fossils were discovered, their status has been a highly debated

question. Numerous phyletic affinities have been presented for these middle-late Miocene

hominoi,!s in the last sixty years. When considering the phylogeny of middle-late Miocene

hominoids several questions arise. Of these questions some are of major concern including: the

taxonomic definition assigned to these fossilized hominoids on the generic level, the accuracy

and interpretation of biomolecular data as it pertains to middle-late Miocene hominoids, and the

significance and interpretation of anatomical features that reflect relationships between these taxa

and later pongids and hominids. A discusion of problems arising in the interpretation of

ramamorphs will be presented in this paper. Furthermore, this paper will address six possible

phylogenies proposed for ramarnorphs and the debates pertinent to them.
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Ramamorphs

Rarnarnorphs were a realatively successful hominoid who occupied a large territory in

comparison to extant Great Apes. Fossil forms have been discovered in East Africa, Asia,

Europe, and the Near East. Dates from these site ranging from 15-6 million years old (see

figure 1). There are only a few rarnarnorph specimens from Africa--all from Kenya. These

specimens have been dated around 15-12 million years old, and assigned to the genus

Kenyapirhecus. Ramamorph fossils from Asia have been discovered in India, Pakistan, and

China. From these areas three genera of ramamorphs have been identified: Ramapirhecus,

Sivapirhecus, and Giganropirhecus. Specimens from Asia have been dated between 12-6 million

years old. European specimens have been recovered from Hungary, Greece, and Germany.

The European specimens include Rudapirhecus, Bodvapirhecus, Ouranopirhecus, and

Graecopirhecus. Ramamorphs from the Near East have all been discovered in Turkey.

Sivapirhecus and Ramapirhecus are both represented in Turkey with an age of approximately 12

million years old .

Morphologically, ramamorphs can be characterized by molars with low crown relief and

thick en'!ffiel, incisors that are small relative to molars, or large molars relative to body size, and

a short face with widely flaring zygomatics. Postcranial remains are poorly represented, so

specific characteristics are hard to define (Wolpolf 1980, Kay 1981).

Ramamorphs varied in size from a medium monkey to as large or larger than gorillas.

Sexual dimorphism is uncertain. Kay (1982) concludes very little sexual dimorphism can be

seen in ramamorphs. Andrews (1983), however, disagrees with Kay's interpretation and states

there was a great deal of sexual dimorphism. Many anthropologists feel that the large degree of

sexual dimorphism present in ramamorphs is illustrated in the Ramapirhecus-Sivapirhecus

complex. Pilbeam (1986) and others argue that Ramapirhecus does not represent a seperate

genus but only females within Sivapirhecus.

Based on scanty postcranial remains, Andrews (1983) suggests ramamorphs were terrestrial
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Figure 1. Distribution of ramamorph fossil materials (modified after Harrison et al.
1988: Fig. 4.4).



adapted quadrupeds, that exploited the woodland habitats promenent during the Miocene.

Dietary adaptaition in ramamorphs is also uncertain. Kay (1981) argues that because of the

thick enamel and poorly developed shearing capacities in the cheek teeth, ramamorphs probably

eat large amounts of hard nuts or seeds enclosed in tough pods. It is probable rarnarnorphs were

omnivourous . However, body size and geographical location most likely played a vital role in

their diet.

A Brief History

Since the middle 1800s, paleontologists have been curious and sometimes obsessed with the

question of which animal first seperated humans from the apes. This curiousity has driven

numerous paleontologists into the field in search of fossilized hominoids that may represent the

transitional form that gave rise to hominids.

Ramapirhecus became the earliest canidate in 1934 when G. Edward Lewis described

Rarnapithecus and announced it as the first recognizable member of the hominid linage. Since

Lewis's first announcement, vigorous debates have arisen over Ramapirhecus' status. Most

paleoanthr-opologists outright rejected Lewis's idea until the 1960s when Elwyn Simons restudied

Ramapirhecus and concluded it indeed warrented homonid status . Later in 1965, David Pilbearn

joined Simons in revising Miocene hominiod fossil interpretations and confirmed Ramapirhecus'

place in the hominid lineage. By the 1970s most paleoanthropologists accepted Ramapirhecus as

a hominid (figure 2 depicts the views held in the 1960s and 1970s). The confidence in

Ramapirhecus' status as a hominid at this time is illustrated in Ian Tattersall's publication The

Evolurionary Significance of Ramapirhecus, where he wrote:

Most students of hominid origins would agree today
that Ramapithecus, at least on the bases of known
material, can firmly be regarded as a hominid, Le.,
that is lies on or close to (in the latter case, in
the sense that it shares with the actual ancestral
hominid an ancestor that was not pongid) the
ancestry of man. (Tattersall 1975: 32)
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Figure 2. Diagram showing the view held by many paleoanthropo!ogists in the 1960s
and 1970s. Ramapithecus was considered the earliest hominid.



Towards the end of the 1970s and into the 1980s, the position of Ramapithecus in the

hominid lineage was challenged . New discoveries, reexaminations of older material, and the use

of biomolecular data to establish evolutionary relatedness of extant animals caused many

anthropologists, including Pilbeam (1978, 1986) to change their position .

Although not well received for many years, Wilson and Sarich's (1967) study of blood

proteins to determine genetic relatedness between and among living animals has captured the

attention of many human paleontologists in recent years. Wilson and Sarcich (1967) concluded

the divergence of African apes and humans was much more recent than previously thought-

taking place around five million years ago. If this hypothesis is correct, then Ramapithecus

would have existed prior to the African ape and human divergence and can not be considered a

hominid.

Furthermore, new discoveries of another Miocene hominoid, Sivapithecus, has caused doubt

about Ramapithecus' status as a hominid. Growing numbers of paleoanthropologists (Pilbeam

1986, Ciochon 1983, Andrews and Cronin 1982, Greenfield 1979, and others) now speculate

that Ramapithecus and Sivapithecus are synonymous and belong to the lineage of Pongo

(orangutans) and not humans (figure 3 illustrates this view). Although many

paleoanthrgpologists now support this hypothesis, others (WU and Oxnard 1983, Kay and Simons

1983) still support the status of ramamorphs in the human lineage. Consequential1.y, the

argument continues .

PROBLEMS IN THE EVALUTATION OF MIDDLE-LATE MIOCENE HOMINIDS

The interpretation of Miocene hominoids is borne with difficulty. Fossilized remains from

this time period are scarce and usually in very poor condition, which only enhances the

problems. The taxanomic assignment of ramamorphs, like most fossils, has been disputed for

many decades. Both cladistic and molecular data has been used to interprete these fossils, but

both approaches present unique problems of their own.
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Figure 3.

Gorilla

Diagram showing the view held by many paleoan':hropoiogists today.
Ramamorphs (specifically Sivapirhecus) is considered in or near the ancestory
of orangutans.



Taxonomic Classification of Middle-late Miocene Hominoids

Before we can discuss the phylogeny of Miocene hominoids, we must first understand the

taxonomic nomenclature used to identify middle-late Miocene hominoids. There is little

consenses among paleoanthropologists as to the correct taxonomic terms, especially at the

generic level, that should be used to describe these hominoids. Ramapithecus, Sivapithecus,

Gigantopithecus, Ourantopithecus, Bodvapithecus, Kenyapithecus, and numerous other genera

have been assigned to middle-late Miocene hominoids within the subfamily Ramapithecinae. The

placing of various specimens within a genus is as varied as the researchers studying them.

Kay and Simons (1983) propose that all hominoids within Ramapithecinae are represented by

two genera: Sivapithecus and Gigantopithecus. They used dental metric and morphological

observations to set up a taxonomic system for middle-late Miocene hominoids. This, they felt,

showed similar variation found within the taxonomic system of extant apes and monkeys. Kay

and Simons' studies indicate that variation in dentition is least in the upper and lower first and

second molars, while sexual dimorphism was greatest in canines and anterior lower premolars.

Using these criteria, Kay and Simons (1983) concluded on the bases of metric and morphological

observations of the molars, most ramamorphs, except Giganropithecus, fit within the range of a

single genus. Because of its taxonomic preference, Sivapithecus was assigned to this genus.

Included In their classification of Sivapithecus was Ramapithecus (Africa, India, Pakistan, and

China), Ouranopithecus (Greece), Kenyapithecus (Africa), Graecopithecus (Gre-,ece),

Bodvapithecus (Hungary), and Ankarapithecus (Turkey). Within Sivapithecus, Kay and Simons

identified eight distinct species using canine size to establish a male and female range for each

species. Gigantopithecus remains a distinct genus in their classification with 1'.'10 species

representing it in their model.

Pilbeam (1986) also classified many of the ramamorphs in the genus Sivapithecus based on

morphological similarities. But, he only included specimens from Turkey, Inciia, and Pakistan.
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He excluded Kenyapithecus, both Sivapithecus and Ramapithecus from Lufeng and the Greece

hominiods. Pilbeam excluded these specimens because he felt they did not share the same

features that characterize Sivapithecus.

In contrast, other researchers (WU and Oxnard 1983, Oxnard 1987) dispute the consolidation

of various groups. Wu and Oxnard strongly disagree with the lumping of Ramapithecus and

Sivapithecus . Based on criteria similar to Kay and Simons (1983), Wu and Oxnard concluded

that Miocene hominoids from Lufeng, China represent two distinct genera. Thf~y demonstrate

that dental observations indicate there are two groups with a clearly defined male and female

representative . From the two groups, Wu and Oxnard (1983) and Oxnard (1990) assigned all

the smaller specimens to the genus Ramapithecus and all the larger ones to Sivapithecus.

Pickford (1982) also dispute the lumping of genera when it pertains to Kenyapirhecus, which is

commonly lumped with Ramapithecus or Sivapithecus by many authors. Pickford (1982) argues

Kenyapithecus should be distinguished from the other two genera because it exhibits distinct

morphological characteristics that seperate it from Sivapithecus and Ramapithecus.

To avoid the problems that occur in formal taxonomic designations, Ward and Pilbeam

(1982) propose the term "ramamorphs" be used to descrive all middle-late Miocene species

resembli!1g the Ramapithecus-Sivapithecus complex. Other authors, such as Wolpolf (1980,

1983), also avoid the contention and use the designation of Ramapithecines to describe all

middle-late Miocene hominoids with ramamorph features.

Without substantially more material, the argument of taxonomic classification will probably

continue. This author subscribes to the use of the term "ramamorph" to discu5.s all middle-late

Miocene hominoids at the generic level for the present time. The use of the term eliminates

some of the controversy of these hominoids and allows for further disscussion of their

phylogeny.
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Molecular Approach

In 1965, Alan Wilson and Vincent Sarich strived to resolve some of the questions pertaining

to hominid and hominoid evolution by looking beyond the rossil record. They searched for

answers in the biochemestry of humans and closely related primates (Sarich 1971). Sarich and

Wilson (1967) measured the differences between various primates by using immunological

techniques. Since Sarich and Wilson's data was published, many molecular scientists and

anthropologists have expanded on there ideas and searched for new ways to use biomolecular

evidence to resolve problems in the phyletic interpretation of hominoids (Goodman and Cronin

1982). Many of these studies have helped increase the understanding of Miocene hominoid

evolution. Amongst the numerous studies, immunology and DNA hubridization have attributed

to the knowledge needed to unravel the evolution of hominoids. A brief explanation of these

tecniques is required to understand the role they play in the comprehension of human evolution.

Immunology

The idea of using immunological techniques to measure distances between extant primates is

derived from the theory that vertebrae will respond to foreign substances by producing antibodies

(Sarich and Wilson 1967). A single molecule, serum albumin, was used by Sarich and Wilson

to detennine distances between various primates. Serum albumins are single polypretide chains

that contain 570 amino acids. The order of these amino acids differ from one species to

another, and this fact was used as the basis for Sarich and Wilson's study. To detennine

distances between primates, Wilson and Sarich extracted serum albumin from vtilfious primates

and then purified it. The purified serum albumin from a single primate was then injected into

rabbits. Like primates, rabbits have albumin but it is a very different molecule than albumin

from primates due to the different directions of evolution. Rabbits will produce antibodies to

fight the foreign albumin injected into their system. The sera from rabbits injected with primate
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serum albumin was then used to measure distances between primate albumins by observing th

react ion between the homologous (albumin injected) and the heterologous test albumin . The data

from this observation was calculated and comparec,l with other primates to see the amount of

difference between two species (Sarich 1971).

The data from Sarich and Wilson's (1967) study indicated chimpanzees and humans had only

an immunological distance of seven. This immunological distance is compatible with studies

done on other closely related species such as horses and zebras who have a immunological

distance of eight according to Wilson and Sarich's study. The results indicate that the human 

chimpanzee albumin difference is very small relative to the total evolutionary differences of

albumins. This suggests that the chimpanzee is an extremely close relative to humans .

DNA-DNA Hybridization

Another method in molecular biology that has offered valuable insight into the evolutionary

process of hominoids is DNA-DNA hybridization (nucleic acid sequencing). DNA hybridization

is a technique used to examene similarities in DNA between two species. DNA is a double

helix in structure. It consists of two strands of nucliotides linked together by organic bases.

When a DNA double helix is exposed to high temperatures (approximately 100 degrees Celcius)

the two strands of nucleodites will separate. A single DNA strand from one species can then be

matched with a single strand fom another species, and the DNA strands will re-bond. The

degree of re-bonding can be determined by reheating the hybrid DNA. The greater the

difference between the two strands the less heat that will be needed to separate them again

(Sarich 1971, Goodman and Cronin 1982, Sibley and Ahquist 1984). A study by Kohne (1972)

concluded there was only a 1.7 degree Celcius or 2.5 percent difference between temperatures

required to separate a human DNA double helix and a human-chimpanzee matched DNA. This

evidence strongly supports the immunological data already discussed.
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Molecular Clock

Sarich and Wilson (1967) proposed that the biochemical data they collected could be carried

even further than just determining a branching sequence for hominoids. They proposed that the

time of divergence between two species from their common ancestor could also be determined

with this method . Sarich and Wilson used the hypothesis that evolutionary chan.ges in albumin

happen at a constant rate in allspecies as the basis for their molecular clock. Excepting this

hypothesis they formed and equation (immunological distance = K (time)) to calibrate the clock.

K was set by using a known time from fossil data and corresponding immunological distance.

Once K was determined, then all other times of divergence were calculated. U:;ing this

molecular clock they suggested humans, chimps, and gorillas last shared a common ancestor just

slightly over four million years ago. Wilson and Sarich also suggested the orangutan separated

from this lineage around seven to eight million years ago and gibbons around ten to twelve

million years ago (Sarich 1971).

The molecular clock has since been revised several times (Cronin 1983, Sibley and Aulguist

1984) using various biochemical-molecular evidence. All these clocks however, have been

calibrated using at least on date from the fossil record. Times of divergence have been different

in various clocks, but all the clocks suggest the separation between hominids and African apes

was a relatively recent event--taking place between 5-9 million years ago. Figure 4 illustrates

the results of three different molecular clocks.

Problems With The Molecular Clock

Biomolecular data has contributed great insight to the understanding of Miocene hominoid

evolution, but it still remains controversial. Many researchers believe the moll~cular evidence

can not be correctly interpreted because our knowledge of DNA is too minimal to delineate the

differences found between species. In addition, anthropologists who agree with the divergence
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sequence provided by molecular data sharply criticize the molecular clock because the clock does

not correspond with evidence in the views (Wolpolf 1982). Moreover, criticism of the

molecular clock has come from molecular scientists themselves . Goodman also agrees with the

divergence sequence indicated by molecular evidence. However, he feels the molecular evidence

can not accurately be used to estimate times of divergence (Goodman and Cronin 1982). Studies

by Goodman suggest the rate of amino-acid substitution during protein evolution is not as

constant as Sarich and Wilson had suggested. Rather, he feels the evidence indicates proteins

accelerate when advantageous mutations are being selected for and then slows down once the

selection is well established (Goodman and Cronin 1982). This constant acceleration and

deceleration can not be measured by molecular data. Goodman's studies also indicate protein

evolution has decelerated in the Homo lineage (Goodman and Cronin 1982). Gingerich (1985)

argues that studies of primate albumin supports Goodman's suggestion of a deceleration of

molecular change in primates.

One of the strongest proponents of molecular evidence is Jeffrey Schwarts. Schwarts (1984)

suggests molecular data is misinterpreted. In his view the reason there are so many

characteristics in ramamorphs fossils shared by both Pongo and Homo is because orangutans and

humans ~e more closely related than the African apes are to humans. Schwarts claims humans

and orangutans share many anatomical structures which are not present in the African apes.

Cladistic Approach

Traditionaly, anthropologists have looked to the fossil record for answers about the

evolutionary process of hominoids. Anthropologists examine fragments of fossilized bone and

teeth from these fossils to determine morphological characteristics which can be used to identify

and recognize a group of fossils and show their relatedness to other groups of fossils or extant

species. From comparative anatony data, researchers attempt to establish a divergence sequence

of related taxa from a common ancestor. Cladistics, the grouping of organisms exclusively by
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the possession of shared characteristics, has been the dominant approach to paleontology

(Delson, Eldredge and Tattersall 1977, Tattersal, Delson, and Van Couvering 1988). Many

hypotheses about the evolutionary processes of hominoids have been established using this

methodology. But, new fossil discoveries and the constant dispute over characteristics

continually changes these hypotheses.

In the analysis of morphological characteristics, those characteristics or character states that

are present among a series of related taxa are considered ancestral (plesiomorphic). New

characteristics that are found in only one group, and are not present in the ancestor, are derived

(apomorphic) characteristics. The definition of plesiomorphic and apomorphic characteristics

presents no major problems. The problem arises when deciding which characteristics in a given

group are plesiomorphic or apomorphic (Tattersall and Eldredge 1977). The fragmentary

condition of most fossil material leaves room for misinterpretation of morphological

characteristics.

Once plesiomorphic and apomorphic traits have been established, which is rare, the

significance of the traits are often challenged. Arguments arise as to the genetic affinities of

characteristics . Since bone is plastic and responds to functional stresses due to diet and

enviroJ1!Tlental factors, the genetic bases of these characteristics are not as signi1icant as more

stable characteristics. Furthermore, the relationship of functional chatacteristics from one group

to another may be a result of parallel evolution. Because of similar habitats and diets, two taxa

may develop traits that are very similar but are not genetically related (Tattersall and Eldridge

1977).

Disputes have even arisen as to how many traits must be looked at. Tobias (1985) suggests

analysis should concentrated on the "total morphological pattern." He argues that only by

looking at all the morphological characteristics possible can determination of phyletic similarities

of two or more taxa be established. Olson (1985), on the other hand, argues that only a small

number of features have any taxonomic relevance, and the use of numerous characteristics does

not resolve any problems. Instead, Olson suggests only a few characteristics are needed as long
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as they have minimal influences from entrinsic factors.

POSSIBLE PHYLETIC AFFINITIES

Accepting Homo, Pan, Gorilla, and Pongo are to some degree closely related, there are

several possible relationships between ramamorphs and extant hominoid groups. First,

ramamorphs as a group are in or near the ancestry of Pongo alone. Second, ramamorphs as a

group are ancestral to hominids alone. Third, ramamorphs are ancestral to hominids and Pongo

but not the African apes. Fourth, ramamorphs as a group are ancestral to African apes alone .

Fifth, ramamorphs are in or near the line of ancestry leading to Pan, gorilla and hominids, but

not Pongo. Finally, ramamorph species are ancestral to Pan, Gorilla, Pongo and hominids.

Figure 5 illustrates the six possible phyletic affinities.

Of the above six phyletic affinities, molecular evidence best supports the scheme placing

ramamorphs in the ancestry of Pongo. Molecular data suggest Pongo last shared a common

ancestor with African apes and hominids around 8-14 million years ago. Based on this

hypothesis, ramamorphs chronologically fit well in or near the ancestry of orangutans.

Mol~cular data does not support any of the pthe phylongenies mentioned above. For

ramamorphs to be hominid the divergence of humans and African apes would have to have taken

place long before molecular evidence suggests. Furthermore, biological distance studies

conclude that chimpanzees and gorillas are more closely related to humans than orangutans are.

If this data is correct, a scheme placing ramamorphs in an ancestral position to orangutans and

hominids, as suggested by Schwarts (1984), but not African apes would be unsupported.

Morphologogically, Sivapithecus displays many derived craniofacial features with Pongo

including a similar subnasal morphology, high oval orbits, narrow interorbital distance, similar

morphology in the zygomatic region and thick enamel on the molars (Andrews and Cronin 1982,

Harrison et al 1988, Klein 1989). Andrews and Cronin (1982), Ward and Pilbeam (1983) and

many other paleoanthrpoplogists aruge that Sivapfthecus uniquely shares derived characteristics
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with the orangutan, which indicates their evolutionary close relationship.

In contrast, Kay and Simons (1983) argue that the characteristics used to link Sivapirhecus

and Pongo are not significant and badly misinterpreted . Kay and Simon (1983) discribe 19

characteristics they feel ramamorphs share with australopithecines and not orangutans. These

characteristics include an arched palate, small canines and incisors in relationship to molar size,

minimal premaxillary prognatism, forward projecting and flaring zygomatics, thick enamel, and

others . Although thesed characteristics can be used to show similarities between :~amamorphs and

the australopithecines, like others, they can be equally rejected or can be observe:d in other

groups.

One explination for the similar traits being observed in different groups and the presents of

both Pongo and Australopithecine characteristics is ramamorphs is that various species of

ramamorphs are ancestral to both groups. Wolpolf (1980) suggests that African forms may be

ancestral to hominids, and the other ramamorphs probably lead to Pongo or became evolutionary

dead ends. Wolpolf (1983) believes that an African ramamorph will be found which is ancestral

to the ape-human clade.

Fossil evidence for African apes is almost nonexistent. If the course of African ape 's

evolution -was better known, then the evolution of Miocene hominoids would not'be such a

mystery. Despite the lack of evidence found in the fossil record, the problem of thick enameled

ramamorphs giving rise to a thin enameled ape stirs up controversy among paleontologists.

Many anthropologists feel that unless thick enamel is a primative characteristic t}hat was lost by

both Pan and Gorilla , the divergence between them and hominids must have taken place in the

early Miocene. Several anthropologists (Kay and Simions 1983, Pickford 1985) suggest that the

African apes are derived from a thin enameled Dryopithecine. However, the enamel structure

and development of in chimpanzees, gorillas, and humans is very similar. Thin enamel may be

a derived characteristic which occured after hominids and African apes last shared a common

ancestor therefore making in possible for them to have shared a thick enameled ancestor (Klein

1989) .
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Lowenstein and Zihlaman (1983) place a new twist on the biological affinity of African apes

and hominids. They suggest that the pygmy chimpanzee . Pan paniscus, has the generalized

features that would be found in a common ancestor of African apes and hominids, therefore, the

pygmy chimpanzee can not be ruled out as an ancestor. Zihlaman et al (1983) hypothesise that a

Miocene ramamorph probably evolved into a form which is similar to the exumt Pan paniscus.

DISCUSSION

On the generic level, taxonomic classification is complicated at best. Present work has began to

show evidence that many ramamorphs may be congeneric and possibly even conspecific.

Probably many of the genera are synonymous, but it is equally possible because of the rapid

divergence of primates in the Miocene that two genera could be morphologically similar. Most

genera are represented by far too little material to be convincingly considered synonymous or

not at the generic level. At this time, this author feels the seperating or lumpLng of taxon is a

matter of personal oinion, reflecting more the researchers criterial than the fossil material itself.

An example of this is demonstrated in the Lufeng, China ramamorphs. As discussed above, Wu

and Oxmnard (1983) argue the consolidation of Ramapithecus and Sivapithecus is not warrented

because there is a well defined male and female group within both. These results sharply

conflict with Pilbeam's (1986) analysis of Lufeng ramamorphs, which he considers only

represents two sexes within on species. I see problems with both their conclusions. Since the

determination of gender is not usually possible with fragmentary specimens, Wu and Oxnard's

analysis only demonstrates there are two distinct size ranges in the Lufeng material. This size

range does not necessarilly represent two distinct gener, but possibly only two distinct species .

There is no convincing evidence illustrating they could not be of the same genus. I do aggree

with Wu and Oxnard, however, that there is far too much difference in sizes to suggest

Ramapithecus represents a female and Sivapi!hecus represents a male of tl}e same species as

suggested by Pilbeam. As Greenfield (1980) points out, Ramapithecus and Sivapithecus display
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about the same degree of morphological variation that is seen between Pan paniscus and Pan

troglodytes and far less variation than is observed between Pan and Gorilla. Therefore,

Ramapithecus and Sivapithecus could, and probly should, be synonymized at the generic level

but not at the species level.

Although there are problems in the appraches used to interpret the phylogeny of rarnarnorph,

some conclusions can be made. Molecular and morphological evidence both support the

placement of rarnarnorphs--at least Sivapithecus--in the lineage of Pongo. However, they also

support the placement of ramamorphs in or near the lineage of orangutan, African apes, and

hominids, with all these forms passing through a rarnarnorph-like stage in their ·evolution.

Molecular evidence does not favor this scheme but it does not completely rule the idea out

either. Taking in consideration errors in the divergence times suggested by the molecular clock,

it is possible that a divergence of African apes and hominids took place during the late Miocene.

In Sibley and Ahlguist's (1984) model of the molecular clock (see fig. 5), they estimate the time

of divergence between Pongo and the African ape-hominid clade at 14.5 million years ago, and

the seperation Of African apes from the hominid line between 9-7 million years ago. This time

frame falls within the decline of ramamorphs in the fossil record and allows for African apes,

oranutan-, and hominids to pass through a ramarnorph-like stage in evolution.

The lack of fossil material present for ramamorphs and its usual fragmentary condition make

interpretation of morphological characteristics debatable. Various morphological features

indicate a close relationship between ramamorphs and Pongo. But, other characteristics appear

to be shared by ramamorphs and Australopithecines. Based on morphological c:haracteristics it

is possible that Pongo, Pan, Gorilla, and hominids all are derived from rarnamorphs. Wolpolf

(1980, 1982) supports the idea that orangutans, chimpanzees, gorillas, and hominids all passed

through a ramamorph form. Wolpolf (1982) states, : "If Ramapithecus itself was not a hominid,

there is great likelihood that the earliest hominid was a ramapithecine" (252). [n this authors

opinion, this sums up the evidence available for middle-late Miocene hominoids. Taking into

consideration the problems involved in the interpretation of the fossil record, tbe present
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evidence strongly supports this phylogeny more than others. I propose that within the

ramamorphs , the Asian ramamorph Sivapithecus probably diverged from a conunon ancestor and

gave rise to the genus that now includes the extant orangutan . The large Asian ramamorph

Giganropithecus probably was derived from a large Sivapithecus and met its end when the Panda

bear outcompeted it for resources (Wolpolf 1980). The African ramamorphs diverged into later

forms, which have not yet been discovered, and gave rise to both the African apes and

hominids . At this point I do not know where to place the European specimens. It is possible

that they are synonymous with either the Asian ramamorphs or the African fonns, or they

became extinct.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, the status of Miocene hominids has been a very controversial topic. New

approaches and discoveries will only add fuel to the debates between anthropologists . The

debate as to the proper taxonomic nomenclature to use will also persist for some time. New

studies may present evidence that requires the synonymizing of most of the ramamorphs, but at

this time I feel the splitting or lumping of these taxa is still a matter of personaJ choice.

Molecular data has contributed major information into the understanding of hominoid and

hominid evolution. Furthermore, research in this area can do nothing but benefit

anthropologists. At the present time, however, I see problems with the molecular clock. I

agree with the divergence sequence derived from molecular data, but I would have to question

the accuracy of the molecular clock. Too little is known about the rated of evo lution to rely on

the molecular clock for accurate dates of divergence.

The cladistic approach also has many problems . The interpretation of plesiomorphic and

apomorphic traits is almost impossible considering the fragmentary condition of ramamorph

fossils. However, at present, this method is probably the best available for interpreting the

fossil record.
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The phyletic affinities for middle-late Miocene hominoids is overwhelming. Problems arise

when trying to determine the phylogeny of ramamorphs using both molecular and cladistic

evidence . In my opiniion, the evidence present best supports a phylogeny placing ramamorphs

in or near the ancestry of orangutan, hominid and the African apes with each group

passing through a ramamorph-like stage of evolution.
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